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Chairman's Message
"If we had no winter the spring would not be so pleasant: if we
did not sometimes taste of adversity, prosperity would not be so
welcome.” — Anne Bradstreet. I think of this quote as I write this
Chairman’s message for our spring issue. It feels especially
appropriate for this year and I’m ready for this new season. If
you joined us for the release of “Just-In-Time” the Chamber’s
new short film, I believe you felt that excitement too. If you
weren’t able to attend the premiere, we have a link to the movie
in our feature story. Just click to watch.
Speaking of our feature story, it’s a behind the scenes look at
the making of “Just-In-Time”. You’ll see never before seen
photos and hear stories from the writers, director and actors.
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Pay special attention to the Economic Development page inside
this issue. The plans for the Market Street improvements are
included. I applaud all the community leaders for making this
project a reality. This project, along with other efforts, is going to
propel our community forward and help improve the overall
quality of life.
If you’re like me, and ready to celebrate all that spring offers, be
sure to join us for the Chamber Classic on May 17th. This golf
tournament, held at the Farm, is a great day to network and
enjoy one of the best golf courses in the southeast. Details are
inside.
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Believe Greater Dalton

Mission The Chamber will serve our members by being a catalyst for
economic growth, workforce and leadership development, and quality of life
improvements in our community.
Vision Greater Dalton will be a first choice community to live, work, play,
and do business.
Organizational Priority The Chamber will lead positive community growth.

Just-In-Time
What is Just-In-Time about?
Just-In-Time is the story of our star, Justin (AJ Jackson), a guy who's had a rough
2020. Justin lost his job and thinks if he can just leave and start over, the grass will
be greener elsewhere. When Sam (Jasmine Madden), our co-star, comes to give
Justin some good news, an epic adventure begins. Sam, who is a local history buff,
takes Justin on a journey where Justin finds what truly matters and why Dalton is
such a special place.

Who is behind the scenes?
The Chamber formed a creative team consisting of Brandon Cawood, Jonathan
Marks, Sven Jaekel, Mallory Safley, Michelle Skelly, Juan Garcia, Allyson Coker, Beth
Morrison, Sarah Murry, and Rob Bradham. After months of idea sharing, Jonathan
Marks and Brandon Cawood wrote the script.
Once the script was finalized, shooting began. “AJ and Jasmine were troopers and
never once complained about how taxing our production days or any of our creative
directions were. The best part about the long production days was not only getting
to work with a wonderful team, but also being able to create some great memories
and share some big laughs with good people”, said Jonathan Marks.
All of the work climbing ladders, hiking mountains, and rooftops scaled hauling
heavy equipment paid off. “My goal for this film was for it to feel cinematic and
make something we could all be proud of”, said Brandon Cawood.

Who are the stars?
After an audition process, AJ Jackson and Jasmine
Madden quickly emerged as the best actors for their
respective roles. They were the perfect fit, and the
entire team was lucky to be able to work alongside
them.
“One of the things I was always told during my youth
was that I need to get comfortable being
uncomfortable. Filming Just-In-Time was a great
opportunity for me to do just that. I was able to truly
embody the character, Justin, who is depicted as an
outgoing, confident guy who is down on his luck”,
said AJ Jackson.
“Overall, this experience was worth every early morning, late night, wardrobe
change, mile traveled, and extra breaths taken when they made ME run! And a
huge thank you to AJ for putting up with me on and off set. I couldn't have had
anyone more perfect to work with”, said Jasmine Madden.

Filming:
We were very strategic about locations for this film. We chose places that fit the
storyline and the time periods we were trying to portray. With a very limited budget
and timeframe, we were forced to get creative with every element of this project.
We sprinkle in all sorts of Dalton elements throughout the film with product
placement, clothing, locations, and even people in very creative ways. “It's going to
be something you need to watch multiple times to catch everything”, said Brandon
Cawood.
Jonathan says, “One of the best parts about this
project was being able to work alongside one of
my best friends, Brandon. We have known each
other for years. However, it was during the DTown video shoot a few years back when we
really struck a bond creatively. It's quite the
reward to be able to work with him at this level
to create something special for a wonderful
cause, to inspire and lift our community. We
sure do need a good pep talk after 2020, and
this project was the perfect vehicle for it.”

The Dalton Community:
Jonathan Marks says that the amount of work that goes into these types of
projects can sometimes be overwhelming. “One of the things Dalton has
taught me through the years is the value of civic engagement. People really
give back to this city. That says a lot about this place. I'm not originally from
Dalton but this "volunteerism" bug is quite contagious and has rubbed off on
me in the best way. People here actually want to work on projects like this, and
I feel honored to be asked to help with it. The people collaborating on this
project all have one thing in common, we love Dalton. The Chamber leadership
and staff should be applauded for creating a team environment where
something as big as this can become a reality."

Thank You!

A movie like Just-In-Time doesn't just happen. It takes a lot of hard work. Thanks to
everyone who contributed their time, talent, location, and finances to make this a reality.

Creative Team
Rob Bradham
Brandon Cawood
Allyson Coker
Juan Garcia
Sven Jaekel
Jonathan Marks
Beth Morrison
Mallory Safley
Michelle Skelly

Filming Locations
Bob's Burgers
Burr Park
Buckin Burrito
Casa del Café
Civitan Park
Clisby Austin General Store
Crown Mill Apartments
Dalton First Baptist Library
Dalton Green
Dalton Mall
Dalton State College
Dos Bros
Downtown Dalton
Food City
The Greater Dalton Chamber
Jack's Pawn Shop
Mama Wilson's Cookies and Cakes
Mohawk Industries
Ozone Skate Center
Praters Mill
Signature Flooring
The Yellow Bird
Western & Atlantic Railroad Tunnel
The Wink Theatre

You Might See
The Bandy Heritage Museum
Bank OZK
BB&T, Now Truist
Belk
Cherokee Pizza
Coca-Cola
Cracker Barrel
Dairy Queen
Dalton Brewing Company
Dalton Utilities
Del Taco
Dunkin'
Fortune Cookie
Gondoliers Pizza
Helton Tire

Honey Baked Ham
Jack's
Jersey Mike's
La Esperanza Bakery
Lisa's Cafe
Longhorn
Moe's
North Georgia Toyota
Oakwood Cafe
Pharoah's Car Club
Popeyes
Schlotzsky's
Walmart
Wells Fargo
Western Sizzlin
Zaxby's

Cast
Justin
Sam
Catherine Evans Whitener
Wise Old Man
Marty McFly
Marty McFly (voice)
Rob Bradham
Hazmat Suit Guy
Pawn Shop Owner
Gas Station Attendant
Radio DJ

AJ Jackson
Jasmine Madden
Mallory Safley
David Aft
Brandon Cawood
Joe Grudet
Caleb Carnes
Jonathan Marks
Brad Dixon
Heta Patel
Rick Zeisig

Extras:
Maxine Arnold
Audrey Batts
Harvey Batts
Brett Blalock
Rob Bradham
Debbie Campbell
Amber Cash
Isabelle Cash
Ashlee Clark
Allyson Coker
Karstan Davis
Juan Ferreria
Shane Franks
Samantha Franks
Juan Garcia
Kristie Gazaway

Kai-Lee Goodman
Maria Guzman
Taria Griffin
Dr. Pat Gross
Larry Gross
Lashe' Welch Hayes
MaiLynh Jensen
VyLynh Jensen
Marlene Jones
Ginger King
Joel King
Todd Looper
Amanda Lovelace
Corbin Lovelace
Knox Lovelace
Mack Lovelace

Summer Lovelace
Destini Madden
Kharysma Madden
Vonta Macon
Whitney Marks
Phil Mason
DeAndre Massey
Deanna Mathis
Mayelli Meza
Beth Morrison
Sarah Murry
Reed Murry
Ridge Murry
Rachel Ogle
Aaron Painter
Francisco Paniagua

Joey Parrott
Purvi Patel
Daisy Rangel
Eva Rodriguez
Judy Sawyer
Steve Sawyer
Geran Shoemaker
Mark Statham
Phyllis Stephens
Julio Velasquez Jr.
William Venable
Katie Walker
Chelsea De Waters
Jane Marie Wilson
Stephani Womack
Cade Womack

Thank you to everyone that contributed to
the Just-In-Time Movie Premiere, it wouldn't
have been possible without you!
BB&T, Now Truist
Chattanooga Coca-Cola
Dalton Utilities
Dorsett Industries
Ginger King-ListBuildBuy.com
Inflated
North Georgia Toyota
Rock Bridge Community Church

Chamber Diplomats:
Andre Massey
Jackie Killings
Marlene Jones
Shane Franks
Samantha Franks
Juan Garcia
Ginger King
Joel King
Tracey Harmon

Here's your chance to win a tv!

Go to The Greater
Dalton Chamber's
Facebook page and be
sure to like and share
the video for a chance
to win a 43-inch flat
screen tv courtesy of
Walmart on Walnut
Ave. We will have the
drawing once we
reach 2,021 shares!

10TH ANNUAL CHAMBER CLASSIC

CHAMBER CLASSIC
THE FARM

5.17.2021

REGISTER YOUR TEAM AT
DALTONCHAMBER.ORG
CALL BETH MORRISON FOR MORE INFORMATION (706) 712-0949
OR EMAIL MORRISON@DALTONCHAMBER.ORG

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
UPDATE

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
NEWS

MISSION
The Mission of the
Development Authority is to
facilitate the long-term,
positive economic growth of
the community by
attracting/retaining jobs,
diverse investments, and
growing the tax base.
The Development
Authority is a public entity
funded in a joint effort by the
City of Dalton and
Whitfield County.
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Carl Campbell (Executive
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Walnut Avenue + Market Street
Improvement Plan
The Market Street/Walnut Avenue improvement
plan is a multi-faceted, multi-million dollar
campaign that the City of Dalton is embarking
upon to improve the traffic flow of Walnut
Avenue and increase the visibility and
marketability of the Market Street corridor. This
will be done by connecting a high-value
residential area to the Market Street Shoppes
with a new road, creating a walkable, livable
subset of our community.
Walnut Avenue is one of Dalton's two main
gateways to the community for visitors and daily
workers. Located at exit 333 on I-75 and the
home of many of our retail offerings, this is what
many visitors to Dalton see for the first time.
Market Street is home to what used to be an
outlet mall center. The use of the properties now
is traditional retail, but because there are some
older properties in disrepair and the road
essentially becomes a dead end at the center,
this area has not seen the growth and interest
that Walnut Avenue has seen. To alleviate some
traffic on Walnut Avenue and improve the
marketability of Market Street, the City of Dalton
is excited to announce the following project.
These steps will begin later in 2021 and continue
until completion in different stages over the next
2-3 years if everything goes as planned.

Step 1: Create a dedicated turn lane that will take traffic from the northbound I-75
ramp directly into Market Street. This will help travelers to Market Street get there
easily and lessen the traffic for drivers headed east on Walnut Avenue.
Step 2: Revamp Market St. Streetscape to add a downtown feel with street parking,
sidewalks, and underground utilities. We anticipate the cost of this project to be in
the $2-3 million dollar range. Design plans are due to us in July 2021, and we
anticipate letting the project for immediate construction soon after that.
Step 3: Build a new road that connects Market Street to Dug Gap Road through
undeveloped property behind current Walnut Avenue retail developments. This
area is prime for residential and office type commercial applications and connects
the Market Street area more easily to this great demographic area.
Step 4: Build a roundabout to complete the connection of Shields road to Dug Gap
Road, including the Lakemont Road access as well.
Step 5: Beautify the I-75 access ramps and bridge on both the North and South
ramps as well as the west side of Walnut Avenue to the intersection of Dug Gap and
Tibbs Road.
We believe the result of this will be a reimagined Market Street area with a
downtown feel. This type of live/work/play community will attract visitors traveling
on the interstate and residents alike, providing excellent locations for future retail
growth.

Although not quite as much fun as meeting
and eating together, Chamber events like
Chamber Connections continue.
We will continue to offer online events until it
is safe to gather in large groups.
When we see you again, don't be offended if
we offer you an elbow bump.

For the latest updated information on any of our events, please visit our
events calendar here.

Session
Updates
This has been a unique year for the LDW program and class of 2021. Since the COVID
numbers were high in January, the local government session was conducted virtually. The
state government and judicial system sessions were being held in person with virtual
presentations, in addition to in person presentations the last two months. Governor
Brian Kemp joined the class virtually, along with Speaker David Ralston, Representative
Kasey Carpenter, Senator Chuck Payne, and Lt. Governor Duncan. Special thanks to former
legislators Charlie Bethel and Tom Dickson for serving as state government session chairs.

Special thanks to Judge William Boyett for chairing the judicial system session. Judge Cindy
Morris joined us virtually from Murray County before she began jury trials. She shared with us
about domestic violence court and veteran’s court. Judge Jim Wilbanks shared about court
proceedings and about drug court, and Judge Scott Minter shared about mental health court.

Diplomats

Chamber Diplomats have been creative in how they
serve our community over the past few months.

Diplomats donated 80 lunches over two days for the men and women who ran the
COVID-19 mass vaccination clinic at the Dalton Convention Center.
Special thanks to Diplomats Purvi Patel (DosBros Fresh Mexican Grill) and
Jennifer Lane, (Honey Baked Ham) who went above and beyond to provide for our
healthcare workers.

Chamber Diplomats gave their time to help set up the first Latino Youth
Leadership Conference hosted by the Latin American Association.

You’ve heard it said that we tend to be the hardest on the ones we love the most. The
research that serves as the foundation of the Believe Greater Dalton strategic plan found
that to be true about how we perceive ourselves as a community too often focusing on our
shortcomings and challenges and shortchanging all the positives. Hence the goal of the
community pride strategy was to launch a campaign that would inspire our residents and
also attract potential new residents and visitors to experience all that Greater Dalton has to
offer.
Believe Greater Dalton has established a strong presence on social media that highlights
the positive momentum and unique story we have to tell the world, and we feature the
great stories of our people through our “People of Dalton” campaign. The strategic plan
recommended we take it a step further and develop a grassroots community brand
identity to serve as a focal point of community pride. In this process we collaborated with
the Dalton Convention and Visitors Bureau, the Downtown Dalton Development Authority,
the Creative Arts Guild, and the Community Foundation of Northwest Georgia. We also
gained input from other community members to create a brand identity that would be
organic, but also reflect a deep association with this place we all call home.
The end result is a logo and tagline that captures the refreshing, warm, and welcoming
feeling of home that you get when you’re in Dalton. Just like our community, the logo is
vibrant and playful yet composed. The “O” mark has a double meaning. While one
interpretation is a rolled-up rug, symbolizing our heritage deeply rooted in the carpet and
flooring industry, another is a fingerprint representing the uniqueness of the area and the
diversity of our people. Perhaps the most important part is the tagline “Start. Dream.
Thrive.” that was developed by local firm Girl Creative. It allows us to tell our story through
the lens of all aspects of life in Greater Dalton. Whether it’s a nod to the floorcovering
industry that got its start here, the place where you come to start a career or start your
family, Greater Dalton offers a quality of life that most people dream of with endless
opportunities to thrive.
Be on the lookout for the branding to make its appearance in the community, and you just
might have a chance to a chance to win a cool t-shirt or hat at the “Off the Rails” summer
concert series or other local events!

Dalton Utilities Storefront
at the JA Discovery Center
of Greater Dalton

Inflated
Eunice Miranda
309 East Morris Street
706.313.3009

Hammond Creek Middle School
Lauri Johnson
303 Pleasant Grove Drive

JA Discovery Center of
Greater Dalton
Anna Adamson
328 Pleasant Grove Drive NE
706.529.9473

Westside Middle School Gym
Dr. Jonathan Schnieder
580 LaFayette Hwy
706.673.2611

Advertising in ChamberLink is affordable
and effective! Call Beth Morrison for
more info at 706.712.0949!

Wise Staffing Group
Samantha Regalado
641 Fleming Street Suite D
706.529.9473

2021 SPONSORS
CONNECTING COMMUNITY SPONSOR

COMMUNITY SOLUTIONS SPONSOR

COMMUNITY SPONSOR

FINANCIAL WELLNESS SPONSOR

CREATING A BETTER FUTURE
SPONSOR

HEALTHY COMMUNITY SPONSOR

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

Mohawk is honored to welcome the following new members:
Casa del Cafe
Viviana Ramirez
219 E. Morris St.
Dalton, GA 30721
706.508.2765

CGI Communications Inc.
Tyler Head
900 S. Gay St.
Knoxville, TN 37918
865.409.0998

Inflated
Eunice Miranda
309 E. Morris St.
Dalton, GA 30721
706.313.3009

Mattex USA
Karen Brunson
1302 C&L Drive
Dalton, GA 30721
706.971.2454

McDowell Heating & Cooling
Brian McDowell
3361 Dobson Dr.
Rocky Face, GA 30740
706.527.0848

Premier Boiler and Combustion
CJ Shoemaker
788 Old Mill d
Ringgold, GA 30736
706.952.1490

Simply Southern Decor, LLC
Pam Kinnamon
217 N. Hamilton St.
Dalton, GA 30721
706.264.6119

Technicraft Services, LLC
Eddie Huitt
111 Westcott Way
Dalton, GA 30720
706.529.7568

The Face Place
Tara Byrd
226 N. Hamilton St.
Dalton, GA 30720
706.264.2060

Vivial
Dave Hooker
1800 Pine Needles Trail
Chattanooga, TN 37421
865.696.6457

Wise Staffing Group
Samantha Regalado
641 Fleming St. Suite D
Dalton, GA 30721
706.529.9473

